Abstract -Data fusion of thermal and visual images is a solution to overcome the drawbacks present in individual thermal and visual images. Data fusion using different approach is discussed and results are presented in this paper. Traditional fusion approaches don't produce useful results forface recognition. An optimized approach for face data fusion is developed which works for face data fusion equally well as for non-face images. This paper presents the implementation of Human face recognition system using proposed optimized data fusion of visual and thermal images. Gabor filtering technique, which extracts facial features, is used as a face recognition technique to test the effectiveness of the fusion techniques. It has been found that by using the proposedfusion technique Gaborfilter can recognizeface even with variable expressions and light intensities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Human face recognition is a challenging task and its domain of applications is very vast, covering different areas like security systems, defense applications, and intelligent machines. It involves different image processing issues like face detection, recognition and feature extraction.
Face recognition using visual images is gaining acceptance as a superior biometric [1] . Images taken from visual band are formed due to reflectance. Therefore they depend on the external light source, which sometimes might be absent e.g. night time or when there are heavy clouds. Imagery is also difficult because it depend on the intensity of light and angle of incident of light.
Commonly used face recognition techniques are discussed in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . Recently, face recognition on thermal infrared spectrum has gained much popularity because thermal image is formed due to emission not reflection [7, 8] . They do not depend on the external light source and intensity of light and are also less dependent on angle of incident of light [9, 10] . Different methodologies of face recognition are performed on visual/thermal images andare comparedin [11, 12, 13] .
Image fusion can be divided into three categories namely, pixel level, feather level and decision level. [14, 15] . PCA based image fusion for a night vision application is discussed in [16] . A hybrid approach, advance wavelet transform (aDWT) method that incorporates principle component analysis (PCA) and morphological processing into a regular DWT, is proposed in [17] .
An optimized image fusion approach comprising Structural Similarity, Principle Component Analysis and Discrete Wavelet is discussed in [18] .
In [19] many multisensor data fusion architectures are presented to create a more informative fused image. Fusion of visual and thermal signatures for robust face recognition explained in [20] has outperformed the individual visual and thermal face recognizers.
For the detailed review on current advances in visual and thermal face recognition refer to [21] . Simple data fusion in spatial domain is discussed in [22] , where facelt recognition is used for testing the fusion of Equinox face database images. Both data fusion and decision fusion is employed in [23] to improve the accuracy of the face recognition system.
In this paper we present an optimized and efficient wavelet domain data fusion of thermal and visual face images to achieve better face recognition system. The proposed fusion technique has proven to be effective even for variable expression and light condition. Paper is organized as follow: In section 2 data fusion techniques are discussed. Sections 3 discuss, very briefly, the Gabor filter based face recognition technique and section 4 Data fusion technique provides an advantage of combining the information of both the sources (visual and thermal) to produce more informative image for efficient recognition. The Equinox facial database [24] , the most extensive infrared facial database that is publicly available at the moment, was used for testing. The Equinox database has a good mix of subject images with accessories (e.g., Figure la horizontal and diagonal details respectively. Then, at each level select the absolute maximum at every pixel from both the images. Perform this operation in all sub-bands to preserve more dominant feather at each level. Enhanced image is achieved by taking inverse DWT of the resultant sub-bands [19] . 2. Window base absolute maximum selection:
As pixel by pixel absolute maximum selection does not work for face image so a window base absolute maximum selection scheme is proposed in [14] . In which, initially images are decomposed by DWT up to 'n' levels and absolute maximum value is selected with in a mask of size 3x3 at each sub-bands from both images A and B. Binary decision map is constructed equal to image size, where '0' represent that absolute maximum value at that pixel from image A is greater than absolute maximum value from image B and '1' represent that absolute maximum value from B is greater then from A. This binary map is subjected to consistency verification. In the transform domain, specially, if the center pixel value comes from image A, while the majority of the surrounding pixel values come from image B, the center pixel value is switched to that of image B. A majority filter [19] is applied to the binary decision map; the map is then negated, followed by the -ure M glasses) as well as expressions of happiness, anger, and surprise, which account for pose variation. The visual and thermal image is combined by using equation as proposed in [15] :
Where F(x,y) is the fused image T(x,y) and V(x,y) are the thermal and visual image respectively and F, is the weight of fusion and its value is from 0 to 1. Fused image F(x,y) is passed to Face recognition system as input. Fused image of images shown in figure la and lb is shown in figure Ic.
2b Figure 3c application of a majority filter, and is negated again. A fused image is finally obtained based on the new binary decision map. This selection scheme ensures that most of the dominant feathers are incorporated into the fused image [19] .
3. Simple averaging in DWT.
As both the pixel level absolute maximum selection and the window base absolute maximum selection approaches are not effective for the face images. A simple averaging in the wavelet transform domain is applied at every pixel for all sub-bands using the following equation Fused image=0.5*thermal + 0.5*visual. By this blocky effects apparent in the previous techniques are removed significantly, although it causes a little blurry effect. 4 . Optimized imagefusion in DWT:
To curve resulting blurry effect, utilizes weighted average approach. As the thermal images are brighter then visual images, so assign weights accordingly as given below Fused image=0.3*thermal + 0.7*visual. Next section would explain the Gabor filter face recognition technique, which would decide the effectiveness of the above proposed optimized fusion for accurate face recognition.
III. FACE REcOGNITION-GABOR FILTER
A. Feature point calculation
Physiological studies found simple cells in human visual cortex that are selectively tuned to orientation as well as to special frequency, it was suggested that the response of a simple cell could be approximated by 2-D Gabor filters [25] . One of the most successful recognition methods is based on graph matching of coefficients, which have disadvantages due to there matching complexity.
Escobar and Javier [26] proposed a model in which they manually located the feature points and then calculated the Gabor jet manually which describes the behavior of the image around that point.
As for automated face recognition we can't locate feature points manually so to detect points automatically we have calculated the Gabor filter response at every point to see the behavior of the image around that point. A filter response at any point can be calculated by convolving the filter kernel with the image at that point. When we apply all Gabor filters at multiple frequencies and orientations at a specific point we thus get filter response for that point. We have chosen four orientations and a constant wavelength because feature points are relatively insensitive to the Gabor kernel wavelength, while vary significantly across different orientations [5] . We The degree of similarity is calculated between input image and all the images from the database. Similarity between features of input image and any image from database is calculated using.
Where Si(p, j) represents the similarity of jt feature vector of input face (vi, j) to pti feature vector of ith reference face, (vi, p ), where I the no of vector elements.
We chose the greatest similarity value (i.e. nearest to one) of a feature vector of input image with all the feature vectors of any image from the database, as it determines the highest degree of similarity between two feature vectors. Fig 4(a) shows resultant fused image obtained from the pixel level absolute maximum selection technique [22] . Although, a brighter image is obtain but with blocky effects which make it difficult to extract the desire feathers. Fig 4(b) shows the fused image by Window base absolute maximum selection approach [22] . Again the resultant image is not useful for the face recognition applications . Fig 4(c) shows the fused image by using simple averaging technique. Here the resultant image is significantly improve and is more informative. Simple averaging removes the blocky effects present in the previous approaches with a little blurring. Fig 4(d) shows the resultant fused image obtained from the proposed weighted average approach. Here the improvement is evident; a more informative image is obtained without any blurry effect. This image can be use for the accurate and efficient face recognition. Fig 5 shows fused satellite images after application of the various data fusion techniques. Fig 5(a) shows fused image obtained from pixel level absolute maximum selection technique. Fig 5(b) shows fused image achieved from window base absolute maximum selection approach. Fig 5(c) shows fused image from simple averaging technique and fig 5(d) shows fused image from the weighted average technique. Note that all the technique produce better results for the satellite images. All the resultant fused images are more informative then the other images (i-e visual and thermal). Experiments were performed on total of 17 images of 7 different candidates from Equinox facial database [14] with variable illuminations. We have performed face recognition on the fused image achieved from the fusion techniques discussed in section II. Accuracy results achieved for different data fusion techniques employed are provided in Table 1 . The above table shows that the accuracy of recognition system utilizing the fused images is higher for proposed simple averaging DWT domain fusion than any other image fusion technique.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper various image fusion techniques are discussed and Gabor filter face recognition technique is utilized to measure the effectiveness of the fusion technique employed. We have studied both spatial and wavelet domain data fusion technique and have proposed a wavelet based data fusion, which works equally good for face images as it works for all other types of images. Our experiments have shown that the proposed optimized wavelet domain fusion technique can handle light and expression variations. The fused images were passed to face recognition system and the accuracy results were calculated and compared. It has been concluded that recognition accuracy for proposed fusion technique is greater than all other fusion techniques.
VI. FUTURE WORK
We are currently working on the extension of the proposed work for the video based real time object tracking/face recognition. Where, both thermal and visual video frame would be fused using the proposed technique to improve the efficiency of the object tracking and video based face recognition.
